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About the cover
The cover graphic shows a horizontal cross section of the
dual-Doppler-derived eddy wind field and radar reflectivity
at 0.06 kilometers above ground level through a low-
reflectivity virga line. Virga is an atmospheric phenomenon
in which raindrops are evaporating while being propelled by
gravity and wind eddies. Downdrafts known as microbursts
are frequently associated with virga lines. Atmospheric
researchers' study of microbursts greatly interests the airline
industry because microbursts can have disastrous effects on
aircraft approaching and leaving airports.

The virga line shown occurred northeast of Denver, Colo-
rado, on July 9, 1987, during the Convection Initiation and
Downburst Experiment (CINDE) and produced at least three
microbursts. Two microbursts are revealed by the cover
graphic; the largest microburst shown had a peak-to-peak
radial velocity difference of 35 meters per second. Cathy
Kessinger of the NCAR Atmospheric Technology Division
(ATD) is participating in the CINDE research and submitted
the cover graphic.

The data for the cover graphic were obtained by synthesis of
data from the two National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) X-band Doppler radars that record
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collected by CINDE are providing critical information for
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f -. -. the development of microburst-detection radars being tested
Il/+: ~ . .. at major airports in the United States.
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SCD Computing News welcomes cover graphic submissions. Please
.0 . iliY send your grap hic,along with a description including SCD facilities

X (MET)or software used, to Christine Guzy, Mesa Lab, or send e-mail to
guzy@ncar.ucar.edu, or call Christine at (303) 497-1826.
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by Bill Buzbee

As expected, the CRAY X-MP/48 computer
(CRAY,CX) is heavily loaded due to the decom-
missioning of the CRAY-1A computer. SCD has
taken several steps to improve the overall effi-
ciency of CRAY,CX. For example, we redistrib-
uted the number of control points between job
classes (see "Execution slots for the CRAY
X-MP/48 computer changed" in this issue). We
also changed the job scheduler to ensure jobs that
are out of memory cannot displace jobs of the
same priority in memory. All new developments
are announced first in the online Daily Bulletin
(see the article "Read the dailyb for latest news"
in this issue).

We will continue working to improve overall
throughput. You can take several steps to help as
well. Since current system performance is being
paced by the load on Cray disks and Mass Storage
System (MSS) disks, please:

* Remove any unneeded data from the Cray disks
when your jobs terminate

* Submit your jobs no more than once.

See the Systems News department for related
articles. CRAY,CX saturation will persist for the
next three to four months, and your help will be
much appreciated.

Our plans for the CRAY X-MP/18 computer are
proceeding on schedule. The computer will arrive
in mid-March and acceptance testing will begin in
early April. Its first production use should occur
in early May. NCAR Division Directors have
identified a small set of long-running codes that
are candidates for these early production jobs. A
small set of codes from the universities has also
been selected. SCD staff will be working to help
the originators of these codes implement the codes
under UNICOS. This is another way we will
reduce the load on CRAY,CX.

However, I must remind you that we only have
partial funding for the CRAY X-MP/18 in Fiscal
Year 1990. If it becomes necessary to release this
computer, you can expect approximately three
months advance notice.
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Advisory committee helps set mass storage priorities
by Juli Rew

After SCD put its state-of-the-art Mass Storage
System (MSS) in place a few years ago, it asked that
an advisory group be formed, made up of users of the
SCD computing facilities who could provide input on
which data manipulation and access capabilities they
needed from the MSS system. That committee,
formed in October 1987, has been instrumental in
helping SCD successfully implement its new MIM-
PORT/MEXPORT facility for the MSS and in advis-
ing on many other mass storage issues.

The Mass Storage Advisory Committee's charge is to:

* Present to SCD the needs and desires of the entire
user community

* Decide what user interfaces the MSS needed and
what the user community desired for a user inter-
face

* Suggest priorities to SCD for projects involving the
MSS.

Current committee members are Paul Bailey (Atmos-
pheric Chemistry Division), Peter Bandurian (High
Altitude Observatory), Linda Bath (Climate and
Global Dynamics Division), Carl Mohr (Atmospheric
Technology Division), Marc Nelson (SCD Systems
Section, chair), and Robin Vaughan (Mesoscale and
Microscale Meteorology Division). SCD consultant
Ken Hansen represents university users at committee
meetings. The committee meets regularly on the first
Tuesday of every month at 1:30 p.m. in the Chapman
Room of the Mesa Laboratory. It is wise to check the
Daily Bulletin in case meeting arrangements change.
All interested users are welcome to attend.

Establishing interfaces for the MSS

One of the committee's first accomplishments was to
help SCD work out the low-level interface between
the MSS and NCAR's local network, the Mainframe
and Server Network (MASnet), for the import/export
software. Systems programmer Kathy Fryberger has
implemented this software.

Work then began to consider the best "user interface,"
and determine which commands users needed to
accomplish all the desired data transfer tasks with the

MSS. As part of a separate project within SCD,
another committee had proposed a list of utilities that
would observe a "uniform" user interface. Such an
interface should make it easier for users to learn
commands. For example, if you have learned how to
use the MREAD command to copy an MSS file to a
file on your local system, it should be straightforward
to learn how to use the MWRITE command to copy a
file from your local system to a file on the MSS.
MREAD and MWRITE will also work the same way
on CMS, UNIX, and COS systems. The MSS Advi-
sory Committee provided input on parameters for
these commands and is recommending priorities for
making them available to the user community.

The MIMPORIT/MEXPORT
facility has been a major
committee project for several
months.

The MSS user interface will be "permanent"; that is,
even if low-level commands change or new hardware
is installed, the interface will remain unaltered. For
example, after you learn to use the MIMPORT and
MEXPORT commands (the user-level interface to this
software), you can be assured that you may continue
to use them for many years to move your data into or
out of NCAR's Mass Storage System.

MIMPORT/MEXPORT

The MIMPORT/MEXPORT facility has been a major
committee project for several months. The committee
recommended capabilities, limits to block sizes (de-
fault maximums and minimums), and priorities for
implementing features. Herb Poppe (SCD Distributed
Computing Section) implemented the MIMPORT/
MEXPORT capability for the Cray Operating System
on December 1, 1988. The MIMPORT and MEX-
PORT commands allow you to move data between
your half-inch tapes and the NCAR Mass Storage
System. MIMPORT is often a preliminary step to
processing your data using NCAR's computing
facilitites. MIMPORT and MEXPORT may also be
used to process data on IBM 3480 tape cartridges,
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and other media are planned for the future. (See the
SCD document "MEXPORT and MIMPORT: Trans-
ferring Data Between the Mass Storage System and
Tape," Draft Version 1.0, December 1988. To obtain
copies of SCD documents, see "Documentation
Orders" in the Services Directory on the back cover
of this newsletter.) A similar capability for the CMS
operating system on the IBM 4381 front-end computer
will be ready soon. SCD plans to implement MIM-
PORT/MEXPORT for UNIX operating systems, which
will include the CRAY X-MP/18 computer operating
under UNICOS soon after it is integrated into the
MASnet.

Other accomplishments

Following the recommendations of the MSS Advisory
Committee, SCD has added many other improvements
to the MSS interface, Marc Nelson says. A new
version of the MSINFO command has been.designed
for obtaining information on mass storage files and
will be available on the Cray and IBM 4381 systems
in the near future. Watch upcoming issues of SCD
Computing News.

In addition, you may now:
" Retain files on public media practically indefinitely

(32,767 days)
" Control whether or not your data reside on the disk

farm
" Receive the "printout" from a batch job run on the

MSCP back at the MASnet node of origination
* More easily notify NCAR of any changes that

might affect how you are charged for using the
MSS

" Receive e-mail via the central post office computer
when your data are scheduled to be purged. The
central post office now features query/change
software enabling you to verify or change the e-mail
address where you receive purge notices.

Searching for new storage media

NCAR has more than 55,000 IBM 3480 tape car-
tridges now, and demand is expected to grow to
100,000 cartridges within 5 years. The MSS Advisory
Committee is now examining new storage media,
such as EXAbyte 8-mm video cartridge systems.
Although EXAbyte cartridges have only a quarter-
million bytes/second data transfer rate, they hold ten
times more data than 6250-bpi magnetic tapes and are

small enough to fit in a shirt pocket. Marc notes for
comparison that the IBM 3480 cartridges currently
being used in the MSS have a three-million bytel
second data transfer rate. The average file transferred
at NCAR is a whopping 26 megabytes (MB), making
high transfer rates important. SCD will be supporting
EXAbyte hardware for import/export, and Systems
programmer John Merrill is currently evaluating it for
use in addition to cartridges within the MSS.

NCAR has more than 55,000
IBM 3480 tape cartridges
now; demand is expected to
grow to 100,000 cartridges
within 5 years.

Many software problems remain to be solved for
exporting and importing data between the MSS and
various media. For example, a half-inch 6250-bpi tape
can hold up to 160 MB. Currently, you cannot export
a 190-MB file (not unusual on the MSS) to a round
tape; there is no capability yet to continue a file over
more than one tape. Conversely, EXAbyte cartridges
can hold 2,000 MB, and you would prefer not to waste
a whole cartridge to store one file. So, the problem is,
how can you instruct the system to switch to another
MSS file?

Committee guidance

Marc says the MSS Advisory Committee is addressing
these and other issues such as user demand for file
sizes larger than 194 MB, which currently poses a disk
problem even for a Cray computer. At present,
routine use of files much larger than 194 MB (the
current MSS maximum file size) can cause the CRAY
X-MP/48 scrubber to run too frequently, erasing
datasets too fast, reducing machine efficiency, and
possibly aborting user jobs. The MSS Advisory
Committee is examining this problem with an eye
toward future supercomputers, which will hopefully
contain greatly increased disk space. They are also
discussing nmning the TCP/IP (Transmission Control
Protoco/Internet Protocol) suite of communications
protocols on the MSCP computer that controls the
Mass Storage System. Marc feels the committee has
been a valuable resource for providing guidance on
issues of future importance.
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The Mass Storage System
Advisory Committee members,
left to right: Carl Mohr (ATD),
Marc Nelson (SCD), Cheryl
Craig (ACD), Linda Bath
(CGD), Ken Hansen (SCD),
and Peter Bandurian (HAO).
Not pictured are Paul Bailey
(ACD) and Robin Vaughan
(MMM). Some of the mass
store's 55,000 cartridges can
be seen in the background.

"One of the best things about this committee has been
that it has gotten people to talk about what they need.
I think some of the people have been pleased to find
that their projects interact in unexpected ways or that
they have concerns in common that they hadn't
previously realized," Marc says.

He notes that representatives from the NCAR divi-
sions regularly attend the committee meetings, and he
is eager to have more input from users at the universi-
ties. University users are encouraged to contact either
Ken Hansen or Marc to discuss mass storage issues or
to obtain a committee meeting agenda. Marc will also
add your name to the mailing list to receive the MSS

minutes. If you are visiting Boulder on the date of a
committee meeting, you are welcome to attend. The
next meeting will be on April 4. Marc's e-mail
address is marc@ncar.ucar.edu on the Internet and his
telephone number is (303) 497-1262. Ken's e-mail
address is hansen@ncar.ucar.edu and his telephone
number is (303) 497-1294.

To obtain copies of SCD documents, see "Documenta-
tion Orders" in the Services Directory on the back
cover of this newsletter.

Juli Rew is acting head of the Documentation Group within
SCD.
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User groups established for text and graphics servers
by Darrell Holley

To learn about user needs and respond to those needs
in a timely manner, the SCD Systems Section has
established the Text and Graphics Servers User Group
(TAGS) and two special-purpose user groups. All
three user groups use e-mail as the primary communi-
cation method so university users can have easy
access to all information and activities. The main
purpose of these groups is to encourage users to
provide SCD with input about our high-volume
hardcopy graphics services. This will help the
Systems staff direct their efforts most effectively.
The text and graphics servers control the black-and-
white DICOMED film recorders, the color DI-
COMED film recorder, and the Xerox 4050 laser
printers in SCD.

We are asking TAGS members for their suggestions
about purchasing new hardware and software, adding
features for existing facilities, and making improve-
ments to our services. We are distributing individual
questions and full questionnaires about current issues
and accepting responses via e-mail. We are also
seeking users' ideas about the priorities they would
place on proposed changes. We will update TAGS
members as we conduct price-performance compari-
sons of hardware and software, produce in-depth
statistics about the use of our facilities, and release
information about PostScript, troff, and TEX.

To learn about user needs
and respond to them in a
timely manner, the SCD
Systems Section has estab-
lished (TAGS).

Two special interest groups

Within TAGS, the Systems Section formed two
special interest groups (SIGs), one for the film
recorders and one for the laser printers. These SIGs
use e-mail to distribute information and operate much
like the existing Mass Storage System (MSS) Advi-
sory Committee (see related feature article in this

issue). New features will be announced, discussed,
and tested within a SIG before being released for
general use. You may join TAGS to receive general
information about text and graphics. If you join a
SIG, you will receive information addressing specific
issues about that type of server, in addition to the
more general TAGS information.

E-mail provides university
users with easy access to
TAGS information and
activities.

How to join one of these groups

If you would like to join TAGS, send e-mail to tags-
request@ncar.ucar.edu on the Internet. To join the
laser printer SIG, send e-mail to xerox-sig-
request@ncar.ucar.edu on the Internet. To participate
in the film recorder SIG (also called the SUDOOS
SIG), send e-mail to sudoos-sig-request@ncar.ucar.edu
on the Internet. (SUDOOS stands for Sun/UNIX
DICOMED Online Operating System.)

After you join one of these groups, we place your
name on the appropriate e-mail mailing list and send
the relevant information to everyone in the group. In
addition, we distribute all comments that we receive to
the appropriate group. Occasionally, we may call a
meeting of SIG members to discuss specific issues in
depth. By participating in TAGS or one of these
SIGs, you can learn more about these hardcopy output
devices and help us provide a more effective service.

Darrell Holley is a systems programmer in the Distributed
Systems Group of the Systems Section within SCD.
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Classes scheduled for new users of SCD computing
facilities
by Lynne Andrade

The SCD Consulting Office provides a training course
for users new to the computing facilities at NCAR.
The course, titled "New User Orientation," offers
basic information on the various machines and soft-
ware tools available at NCAR. Class participants have
reported that this class is beneficial to their basic
understanding of SCD's computing environment. The
class is organized into two half-day sessions held on
successive days. Users who use a front-end computer
other than the IBM 4381 (IO) computer will still
benefit from the Cray computer session.

IBM front-end computer session (13:00 -
17:00)

The first half-day session explains how to use the IBM
4381 (IO) computer as a front end for the CRAY X-
MP/48 computer. This session covers the basics of
the IBM editor XEDIT, IBM's VM/SP operating
system, Cray job submission, electronic mail proce-
dures, and other topics.

Cray computer session (08:30 - 12:00)

The second half-day session, held on the day follow-
ing the IBM session, focuses on how to write Job
Control Language (JCL) statements for Cray job
processing, access and use the Mass Storage System,
process basic graphics jobs (ship metafiles to various
graphical output devices), and access the Cray soft-
ware libraries.

If you are interested only in attending the Cray com-
puter session, we assume that you already know how
to use your local front-end computer, including how to
edit, manipulate, and move files on it.

Class location and dates

All classes are held in the NCAR Director's Confer-
ence Room at the Mesa Lab. The schedule through
April 1989 is

* March 21, Tuesday afternoon (IBM)
* March 22, Wednesday morning (Cray)

* April 18, Tuesday afternoon (IBM)
* April 19, Wednesday morning (Cray)

* May 23, Tuesday afternoon (IBM)
* May 24, Wednesday morning (Cray).

Please register at least one week in advance. If any
session has fewer than four students registered on the
preceding Friday, that session will be cancelled.

If we receive sufficient requests from out-of-town
users who will be coming to Boulder to attend, we
may be able to schedule both sessions in one day for
their convenience.

Lynne Andrade is a consultant in the User Services Section
within SCD.
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SOFTWARE NEWS

GFLASH now available on the Cray GKS libraries

by Fred Clare

A metafile instruction manipulation package is now can be read into pictures in subsequent job steps. The
available on the publicly-supported Cray Graphical current NCAR GKS package is at Level OA and has
Kernel System (GKS) libraries GGLNCAR and been augmented with certain Level 2 functions. This
GKSNCAR. The GFLASH package duplicates the allows the NCAR GKS package to support the neces-
functionality of the FLASH package in the pre-GKS sary GKS segmentation functions and provide for the
version of NCAR Graphics. GFLASH functionality. Except for the ability to re-

insert plotting instructions in different job steps,
GFLASH allows users to save arbitrary sequences of GFLASH is completely portable and will be included
plotting instructions on disk and re-insert these in- in Release 3.00 of the NCAR GKS Graphics package.
structions in subsequent frames. GFLASH is particu- Instructions for obtaining copies of the SCD docu-
larly useful for movie making since it will allow a ment, "GFLASH - A Graphics Instruction Manipula-
user to create a background segment, then insert this tion Package," Version 1.0, March 1989, appear under
segment into all subsequent pictures without having to "Documentation Orders" on the back cover of this
recreate it. newsletter.

GFLASH on the Cray computer will also allow you to Fred Clare is a programmer in the Scientific Visualization
create a file of plotting instructions in one job step that Group in the SCD Distributed Computing Section.

Name change for MUDPACK

As of late January 1989, all references to the Multigrid
Software for Linear Elliptic Partial Differential Equa-
tions will use the name:

MUDPACK

Note that this spelling is different from the former
spelling; MUDPACK now contains the letter C. You
can still use the GETSRC command to access

MUDPACK source code from the Cray computer, and
you must specify LIB=MUDPACK to do so. For
additional information, see the SCD document
"MUDPACK: Multigrid Software for Linear Elliptic
Partial Differential Equations," Version 1.2, February
1989. Instructions for obtaining copies of SCD
documents appear under "Documentation Orders" on
the back cover of this newsletter.
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Saturation increases job turn-
around time on CRAY X-MP/48
computer

by Barbara Horner-Miller

The CRAY X-MP/48 computer has reached
saturation, causing two problems:
* The Cray disks are full and need to be scrubbed

frequently, increasing system overhead.
* Cray jobs are delayed in the various job queues

for long periods of time.

These problems are described in more detail
below. There are two simple things you can do to
help everyone computing at NCAR:
* When your jobs terminate, remove any un-

needed data from the Cray disks.
* Do not submit the same job more than once,

either into the same queue or into different
queues. This causes unnecessary data moves
and increases the system load.

During the week of February 13 through 17, data
residency time on the Cray disks was severely
shortened. The disk scrubber executes automati-
cally whenever the available disk space for new
data falls below 13%. The scrubber was executing
about every 12 minutes, much more frequently
than normal. When large files are connected to
active jobs, then smaller datasets must be scrubbed
to create the needed disk space. To help alleviate
this problem, the number of execution slots for
long-running jobs was reduced (see "Execution
slots for the CRAY X-MP/48 computer changed"
in this issue). By reducing the number of execu-
tion slots, we also reduced the number of datasets
that needed to be retained on the Cray disks. This
change appears to allow the scrubber to behave in
a more normal mode.

There are occasions when your front-end computer
may be slow to transfer jobs to the Cray computer
or when input is not being accepted from your

front-end computer for some reason. When this
happens, you will not see the normal evidence that
your job has been submitted to the Cray computer.
Please do not resubmit your job to the same queue
or to other queues because this only increases the
load on the Cray computer. Job resubmittals
created additional problems after a hardware error
occurred on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end com-
puter on February 16, 1989. Users of this com-
puter may type netqstat cx to check if their job is
still waiting for transfer.

Barbara Horner-Miller is the Consulting Group Head in
the SCD User Services Section.

Execution slots for the CRAY X-
MP/48 computer changed

by Frieda Garcia

On February 21, 1989, a change was made to the
maximum number of execution slots in some Cray
job classes to improve turnaround time for high-
priority jobs. This change should relieve some of
the congestion on the CRAY X-MP/48 computer
because each of the following classes previously
had a maximum of nine execution slots. The
following chart shows the job classes that have a
new number of execution slots available.

Job Class Maximum Slots Available
BGO 5
BG1 5
BG2 5
FG1 7
FG2 7
EX1 11
EX2 11

If you have questions, please contact an SCD
consultant. The e-mail addresses are
consultl@ncar.ucar.edu on the Internet and
CONSULT1 on the IBM 4381 (IO) computer.
You may also telephone the consultant on duty at
(303) 497-1278.

Frieda Garcia is the user support specialist for the SCD
Consulting Office.
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MP2 job class requires new
code; runs during new times; has
lower minimum GAU charge

by Tom Parker

This article announces three new features of the
Mono-program 2 (MP2) job class for the CRAY
X-MP/48 computer at NCAR.

New code requirement

All MP2 jobs must now contain code to permit the
SCD Operations staff to terminate job execution
gracefully. This required code should be in the
same language as your program and must check
for "Sense Switch 6 enabled" every five minutes
of wall-clock time. To do this, you need to call
the subroutine SSWITCH from within your
program.

This new requirement is simple to meet if you
place the subroutine call in a loop that is executed
at least once every five minutes. When your code
calls the SSWITCH subroutine and finds Sense
Switch 6 enabled, your program can take appropri-
ate action (such as printing the step number)
before halting execution. For example:

DO 100 I=1,N
CALL SSWITCH (6, IRESULT) !CHECK SS6

IF (IRESULT.EQ.1) THEN

PRINT *,' STOPPING BECAUSE SS6

IS ON. I=' , I

STOP 'SS6'

ENDIF

C (remainder of loop code goes here)

100 CONTINUE

For additional information about adding the
SSWITCH subroutine to your code, please contact
the Consulting Office. The e-mail addresses are
consultl@ncar.ucar.edu on the Internet, CON-
SULT1 on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end computer,
and CONSULT1@NCARIO on BITNET. You
may also telephone the consultant on duty at (303)
497-1278.

New hours for MP2 job class

SCD now runs MP2 jobs at new times. Each
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, and Sun-
day, jobs in the MP2 queue are executed between
05:00 and 07:00 Mountain Standard Time (MST).
On Tuesdays and Thursdays, MP2 jobs are exe-
cuted between 04:45 and 05:45 MST.

MP2 jobs must be terminated after running two
hours on Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays, Satur-
days, and Sundays. Since the time slot on Tues-
days and Thursdays is only one hour, MP2 jobs on

:those days will be manually terminated after one
hour. If you don't want your queued job termi-
nated after one hour on a Tuesday or Thursday,
call Operations Manager Bob Niffenegger at (303)
497-1240 to arrange to have your job run in the
longer slot the next day..

Minimum GAU charge reduced

Effective April 1, 1989, the minimum charge for
MP2 jobs will be lowered from 2.0 GAUs to 1.0
GAU. "GAU" stands for General Accounting
Unit. All other MP2 job requirements and restric-
tions remain unchanged. For additional informa-
tion, see the SCD document "Charges for SCD
Computing Resources."

Tom Parker is a consultant in the User Services Section
within SCD.

Drop jobs from Cray queues with
the DROPJQ Cray utility

by Frieda Garcia

This is a reminder that you can drop jobs from the
Cray queues with the Cray utility DROPJQ.
Please do not call the Operations staff to drop jobs
for you. DROPJQ can only drop a job that does
not already have an execution slot, and the
DROPJQ job you submit must have the same
scientist number and project number as the job you
want to drop.
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You can use the appropriate job status command
on your front-end computer to determine if the job
you want to drop has an execution slot. If the
"JOB SEQ" (job sequence) number has three
digits, you can drop that job. If the job sequence
number has five digits, an execution slot has been
assigned and you cannot drop the job. Your
DROPJQ job must be sent in an express job class
(EX1 or EX2) to ensure that it is processed before
the job you want to drop.

For additional information, see the SCD document
"Locally Developed Cray Utilities," Version 1.1,
November 1988. The instructions for obtaining
copies of SCD documents appear under "Docu-
mentation Orders" on the back cover of this
newsletter.

If you have questions, please contact an SCD
consultant. The e-mail addresses are
consultl@ncar.ucar.edu on the Intemet, CON-
SULT1 on the IBM 4381 (IO) computer, and
CONSULT1@NCARIO on BITNET. You may
also telephone the consultant on duty at (303) 497-
1278.

Frieda Garcia is the user support specialist for the SCD
Consulting Office.

Read the dailyb for latest news

Since the CRAY-1A computer was decommis-
sioned, our computing facility has become tempo-
rarily congested, and users have been experiencing
various types of delays. SCD staff members are
implementing a variety of measures to improve
service for users, and some of these measures
require that users follow new procedures.

Since the online Daily Bulletin (dailyb) is issued
once per weekday between 07:00 and 08:00
Mountain Standard Time, it is the most current
source of news about computing at NCAR. Please
check the dailyb regularly for new procedures.
The dailyb reports on all SCD computing systems
(hardware, software, documentation, communica-
tion links, and scheduled and unscheduled com-

puter downtime). It also provides information
about the number of jobs in the queue for each job
class on the Cray computer.

For Intemet Remote Job Entry (IRJE) users, the
dailyb file is called .dailyb on the computer named
windom. Use File Transfer Protocol (FTP) to
access windom.ucar.edu, then type:

get .dailyb filename
where filename is the name you assign to the file
on your computer.

For MASnet/Intemet Gateway Server (MIGS)
users, type:

nrnet dailyb filename

For users logged on to the IBM 4381 (IO) front-
end computer, type:

dailyb

For users on NCAR network nodes
aap2 acdpyr acdurs bierstadt
cgdra handies hao haovax
hw ics is mmm
rdss scdpyr swl sw2
windom

type:
dailyb

The dailyb is not currently available via anony-
mous FTP. If you have questions, please contact
an SCD consultant. The e-mail addresses are
consultl@ncar.ucar.edu on the Internet, CON-
SULT1 on the IBM 4381 (IO) computer, and
CONSULT1@NCARIO on BITNET. You may
also telephone the consultant on duty at (303) 497-
1278.

PLT exec correction in CMS

by Frieda Garcia

On February 22, 1989, a problem was corrected in
the PLT exec on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-end
computer. The PLT exec allows you to view
graphical output on your screen, and sometimes it
runs slowly. The <control-z> character sequence
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may now be used to terminate a plot early when
you are running the PLT exec. If <control-z> does
not work properly when you are using PLT, please
contact the Consulting Office. The e-mail ad-
dresses are consultl@ncar.ucar.edu on the Internet,
CONSULT1 on the IBM 4381 (IO) computer, and
CONSUTL 1@NCARIO on BITNET. You may
also telephone the consultant on duty at (303) 497-
1278.

Frieda Garcia is the user support specialist for the SCD
Consulting Office.

MIMPORT/MEXPORT requests
may be delayed

by Dave Kitts

Users have been experiencing delays when they
use the MIMPORT and MEXPORT commands to
transfer their data. While we are developing ways
to minimize these delays, the following informa-
tion will help you understand what causes them.

To import datasets for use by a Cray job, you now
use the MIMPORT command to move the datasets
from tape or cartridge to the MSS, where the
CRAY X-MP/48 computer can access it. To
export a dataset from the Mass Storage System at
NCAR (MSS), you now use the MEXPORT
command to move the dataset from the MSS to a
tape or a cartridge. MIMPORT/MEXPORT
requests are treated with low priority because we
designed the MSS to service the production
requirements of the Cray computer and the other
computers on the Mainframe and Server Network
(MASnet) first. In addition, the MSS has been
handling all MIMPORT/MEXPORT requests in a
single, first-in, first-out (FIFO) queue.

We have experienced two types of delays. The
first type occurs when the FIFO queue for MIM-
PORT and MEXPORT jobs contains a large
number of requests. When individual users submit

a large number of requests, they dominate the
FIFO queue. On February 21, we implemented a
queue management scheme to reduce delays
caused by a long queue. This scheme established
three queues for servicing MIMPORT/MEXPORT
requests. Multiple jobs from a single user are
directed to a single queue to improve service to
other users. Currently, the MSS simultaneously
executes one MIMPORT/MEXPORT job from
each of the three queues.

The second type of delay occurs because large
datasets used by Cray jobs are dominating the 120
gigabytes (GB) of storage space available on the
disk farm. Since import and export requests must
use the disk farm, and since they use it at a lower
priority than Cray jobs, long delays can occur
between the time you submit your request and the
time your datasets are transferred. The delays
occur on weekdays between 10:00 Mountain
Standard Time (MST) and 16:00 MST or later,
because this is the time of peak demand.

If you need to check the status of your MIM-
PORT/MEXPORT requests, please use the instruc-
tions provided in "Gaining experience with MIM-
PORT/MEXPORT" in this issue.

Dave Kitts is the Mass Storage Group Head in the SCD
Systems Section.

MIMPORT/MEXPORT charges
implemented

by Nancy Dawson

Effective March 1, users are charged for moving
data to and from the Mass Storage System (MSS)
via MIMPORT and MEXPORT. The charging
formula for MSS use has been revised to include
the MIMPORT/MEXPORT charges TI and DI (as
shown in the formula below). Please note that the
following formula applies to each MIMPORT or
MEXPORT command. The only data charge (DI)
is for the amount of data imported or exported.
Users are also charged for each cartridge mount
required (M).
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Revised MSS charging formula

G = .0006DM + .0006TM + .0001AD .0005AC
+ .0021M +.0009SM + .0231SC + .016TI
+ .0016DI

G General Accounting Units (GAUs)
DM IBM 3380 disk drive I/O activity, in meg-

awords
TM IBM 3480 tape cartridge I/O activity, in

megawords
AD Number of IBM 3380 disk drive accesses
AC Number of IBM 3480 tape cartridge accesses
M Number of IBM 3480 tape cartridge mounts
SM Tape cartridge storage on public volumes, in

megaword-years
SC Tape cartridge storage on private volumes, in

cartridge-years
TI Number of tapes or cartridges imported or

exported
DI Amount of data imported or exported in

megawords

In this formula, megawords are based on 64-bit
words. A megaword-year is one year of storage of
one megaword of data. A cartridge-year is one
year of storage on one private cartridge.

Nancy Dawson is a writer/editor in the Documentation
Group within SCD.

Price reduced for tape and car-
tridge shipping

by Nancy Dawson

The $15 price you pay for each tape or cartridge
purchased from SCD now includes packing and
shipping, provided that:

* Your site is in North America and the tapes are
shipped by ground transportation, or

* Your site is in Hawaii and the tapes are shipped
by two-day service.

You will be charged an additional amount for
delivery outside these areas or for overnight

delivery. Please note that this new policy updates
information in the article titled "Tape services
provided by SCD," which appeared in the Febru-
ary 1989 issue of this newsletter.

This price applies only to registered SCD users for
the transport of their project-related data. A
separate price schedule exists for purchases of
meterological datasets from SCD's Data Support
Section.

If you have questions, please contact Tape Librar-
ian Sue Jensen. Her e-mail addresses are
sue@ncar.ucar.edu on the Internet and SUE on the
IBM 4381 (IO) computer. You may also tele-
phone her at (303) 497-1245.

Nancy Dawson is a writer/editor in the Documentation
Group within SCD.

Color DICOMED recorder also
produces black-and-white output

by Lynne Andrade

SUDOOS, the Sun/UNIX DICOMED Online
Operating System, allows you to produce black-
and-white output of GKS-generated metafiles on
the color DICOMED film recorder. After testing,
we have found that no special requirements are
needed to produce black-and-white output gener-
ated with a monochromatic color table (the de-
fault). For example, if you wanted to plot con-
tours in black and white, use the appropriate
contouring calls, then DISPOSE from your Cray
job to SUDOOS. This allows you to record GKS-
generated metafiles on film.

If you have a metafile with a polychromatic color
table but you want only black-and-white output,
use the FILM=BW35 option on your DISPOSE to
SUDOOS. For example:
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Computer graphics technician Ed Heitschel with SCD's
new color DICOMED film recorder.

DISPOSE,DN=GMETA,MF=TG,^
TEXT='PREQ=PLOT,FILM=BW35'.

Please remember that SUDOOS operates only with
GKS-generated metafiles. It does not work with
pre-GKS files. For more information on
SUDOOS, see the "User's Guide to Producing
Color DICOMED Output from the Cray Comput-
ers," Draft Version 1.2, January 1989. To obtain
copies of SCD documents, see "Documentation
Orders" in the Services Directory on the back
cover of this newsletter.

Lynne Andrade is a consultant in the User Services
Section within SCD.

You can order the following documents by tele-
phone or electronic mail. The instructions for
obtaining copies of SCD documents appear under
"Documentation Orders" on the back cover of this
newsletter. SCD has recently released the follow-
ing documents.

Using NCAR Graphics in a UNIX
environment

"Using NCAR Graphics in a UNIX Environment,"
Version 1.0, February 1989, is a 7-page SCD
document that provides a basic explanation and
examples of the steps involved in programming
with NCAR Graphics in a UNIX environment. It
covers topics such as compiling, linking, and
running programs that use NCAR Graphics; and
viewing the resulting graphics on terminals,
workstations, and printers.

GFIASH - A graphics instruction
manipulation package

"GFLASH - A Graphics Instruction Manipulation
Package," Version 1.0, March 1989 (8 pages), is
now available. This document discusses a new
package of Fortran subroutines that provide a new
time-saving capability. GFLASH captures a set of
graphics instructions in a dataset and can be used
to insert these instructions into any subsequent
image, making it unnecessary to regenerate the
instructions. A classic use of this capability is in
making movies. For example, a background that
will be used for many images can be saved and
inserted into all desired frames in the movie
without having to regenerate the background for
every picture. GFLASH routines (with one
exception) can be used with any Graphical Kernel
System (GKS) package that is at Level 2A or
higher. General usage notes and examples of code
and output are included in the document.

Descriptions of ODEPACK

Dr. Alan C. Hindmarsh, joint author of the ODE-
PACK solvers that are available on the CRAY X-
MP/48 computer at NCAR, has kindly consented
to SCD's distribution of two of his papers con-
cemrning ODEPACK. (ODEPACK is a collection
of Fortran subprograms that solves the initial value
problem for ordinary differential equation (ODE)
systems.) SCD has bundled both papers in a
single document titled "ODEPACK Reprints,"
Version 1.0, March 1989.
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Dr. Hindmarsh's paper "Brief Description of
ODEPACK," August 1982, describes ODE-
PACK's six solvers and provides installation
instructions and machine dependency information.
His second paper, "Brief Description of ODE-
PACK - A Systematized Collection of ODE
Solvers," March 1987, discusses the algorithms
used and describes how the software was imple-
mented.

MUDPACK document revised

"MUDPACK: Multigrid Software for Linear
Elliptic Partial Differential Equations," Version
1.2, February 1989 (10 pages), has been revised to
use the new spelling for the name of this software
package. The document explains how to use
MUDPACK, a collection of Fortran subprograms
that solve linear elliptic partial differential equa-
tions (PDEs) using multigrid iteration. This
powerful technique solves two- and three-dimen-
sional problems more efficiently than traditional
methods.

Gaining experience with
MIMPORT/MEXPORT

by Barbara Horner-Miller

Since January 31, 1989, the Consulting Office
staff has handled a number of interactions with
users of the new MIMPORT/MEXPORT facility.
A few users were afraid that they would be
unable to read or write tapes after the CRAY-1A
computer was decommissioned. For reasons that
are explained below, this led to calls from the
Operations staff asking that we discourage users
from "mounting the same tape 50 times in the
same job."

We want to assure everyone that they can still
write and read round tapes; only the mechanism
has changed. You no longer use the Cray AC-
QUIRE and DISPOSE statements; you now use
MIMPORT and MEXPORT commands instead.
In the future, the MIMPORT and MEXPORT
commands will be available from selected front-
end computers as well as from the CRAY X-MP/
48 computer.

When you used the ACQUIRE statement in the
old method, the dataset was staged to the CRAY-
1A disks and made into a permanent dataset.
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When you use the MIMPORT command in the
new method, the dataset is not staged to the
CRAY X-MP/48 disks. The MIMPORT command
causes a job to be spawned on the Mass Storage
Control Processor (MSCP), an IBM 4381 com-
puter running the MVS operating system. The
MSCP reads the tape and stages it to the Mass
Storage System (MSS); the dataset does not go to
the Cray disks. Because of this difference, you
need to change the way that you read tapes onto
the MSS.

Reading tapes with multiple files

In the past, you read a tape from the Cray com-
puter with an ACQUIRE statement. In the same
job, you were able to DISPOSE the individual
files to the MSS. Because the MIMPORT com-
mand does not move the tape to the Cray disk, you
cannot manipulate the files in the job that stages
the tape. Several users have tried to split the tape
into multiple datasets with the MIMPORT com-
mand by putting multiple MIMPORT commands
for the same tape into the same job. This has the
desired outcome, but it causes many undesirable
side effects.

Each MIMPORT command in a job requires that
the specified tape be mounted. For example, a job
with 50 MIMPORT commands requires the tape to
be mounted 50 times. As you can imagine, this
gets rather repetitive for the operators and a GAU
charge for each tape mount is assessed to your
account (see the MSS News article, "MIMPORT/
MEXPORT charges implemented" in this issue).
The recommended method requires two jobs, but
saves a significant amount of GAUs for your
project; it also reduces the risk of tape damage.

With this method, the first job issues a single
MIMPORT command to read the entire tape and
place a copy on the MSS with the specified name.
Because the MIMPORT spawns a job that exe-
cutes on the IBM 4381 (MSCP) computer and then
continues execution, you cannot assume that the
tape will be read onto the MSS immediately.
Therefore, you must wait for the output from the
spawned job before you can submit the second
job. After you have verified that the tape was

successfully read onto the MSS, the second job
may be sent to the CRAY X-MP/48 computer.
This job stages the MSS dataset to the Cray disks,
copies the files to separate datasets (one file to
each dataset), and DISPOSEs each of these da-
tasets to the MSS. Although this method uses two
jobs, it eliminates all but one of the MIMPORT
commands (49 in the 50-file tape example), and it
only costs one additional ACQUIRE (the AC-
QUIRE of the entire dataset) in the job that splits
the multifile dataset into multiple single-file
datasets. This job still incurs the charges for the
50 DISPOSEs needed to split the dataset into
individual files.

Reading tapes without double end-of-file
marks

Several users have tried to import tapes that do not
contain two consecutive end-of-file marks as an
end-of-data (eod) indicator. The eod indicator
normally terminates the reading of a tape; when
you specify the number of files to be read, you
override this option. Normally, tapes that do not
contain the eod indicator are generated as part of a
field project. You use the same method to read
these tapes with the new MIMPORT command as
you used with the old ACQUIRE statement. In
both cases, you must specify the number of files to
be read. Using the MIMPORT command, you
specify the number of files to be read with the
FILES parameter (FILES=n). If you do not
specify the number of files to be read and the tape
has no eod indicator, the tape can run off the end
of the reel and be damaged. If you suspect that
your tape does not contain an eod indicator, you
should specify FILES=n in the MIMPORT com-
mand. Inspect the data after the operation is
complete to ensure that they have all been trans-
ferred.

Tape job turnaround time

The MIMPORT and MEXPORT software nor-
mally reads or writes your physical tape within 10
to 15 minutes after you issue the command.
However, several things may cause a significant
increase in this turnaround time.
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One type of delay can be caused when a user
submits a large number of tape jobs to MIM-
PORT/MEXPORT. Tape jobs are processed in
FIFO (first in, first out) order, so it may take a
long time to process your request if the queue is
long. This can happen when users submit many
jobs at about the same time. Users can uninten-
tionally cause delays for themselves and others
when they submit a single job with multiple
MIMPORT commands for the same tape (as
described above).

Several users have called SCD to determine if
their tape jobs are still in the system. It is possible
to check for a job in the queue for the MVS
system, but it is not something that can be done by
the user. Therefore, we ask you to be patient
when delays extend your tape job turnaround time.
If you have not seen any output from your job for
several hours and want to find out if the job is still
queued, please call the Consulting Office at (303)
497-1278. The consultant on duty will check the
status of your job for you. Please do not contact
the Operations staff or the Systems staff directly
for this information. To learn more about these
delays, see the MSS News article, "MIMPORT/
MEXPORT requests may be delayed" in this issue.

Barbara Horner-Miller is the Consulting Group Head in
the User Services Section within SCD.

January 23, 1989

by Brian Bevirt

Report from SCD - Bill Buzbee

Bill Buzbee presented a functional diagram of the
NCAR computing facility to show how we will
integrate the CRAY X-MP/18 computer with
UNICOS into the facility. (UNICOS is the UNIX-
based operating system for Cray computers.) We
will begin connecting the UNICOS computer to
our Mainframe and Server Network (MASnet) in

April 1989. When the MASnet connection is
functional, we will install all of the software
libraries available at that time. Next, we will
provide a job queue manager (JQM) and software
to queue, execute, and ship output files, and to
control the usage of other computing resources
such as the film recorders, laser printers, and
Mass Storage System (MSS). Buzbee reported
that additional time will be needed to connect the
new computer to the MSS fastpath, and this func-
tionality may not be available until after May
1989. We plan to have production-level batch
jobs running properly by October 1989, when we
hope to open the CRAY X-MP/18 computer for
general use.

Buzbee described the SCD Technical Advisory
Committee (TAC) that was formed to evaluate
our plans for integrating the UNICOS computer
into our facility. The TAC agreed that SCD is
acting at the right time to offer supercomputing
with the UNIX operating system. TAC members
feel that this move to UNIX is inevitable, and
that UNICOS is mature and robust enough for us
to proceed at this time. They found no gaps in
the SCD plans and concluded that the proposed
schedule is reasonable.

The TAC offered both short-term and long-term
recommendations. For the near future, they
noted that SCD must supply batch job processing
capability as soon as possible, then focus on pro-
viding good service for a few long-running
models before offering interactive functions. In
the long term, the TAC cautioned SCD to pay
close attention to security issues. During Fiscal
Year (FY) 1990, the TAC recommended that
SCD convert the CRAY X-MP/48 computer to
UNICOS and maximize the commonality be-
tween the X-MP/18 and the X-MP/48. SCD will
then be providing a common supercomputing en-
vironment for all users, and they will only need
to know UNIX.

Buzbee reported that SCD will operate the
CRAY X-MP/18 computer for at least 12
months. We will be seeking ways to continue
funding for this computer, but we cannot be
certain that it will remain at NCAR beyond the
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middle of FY 1990. Buzbee then asked for
questions about our path to UNIX.

Buzbee also noted that until the UNICOS com-
puter is available for general use, NCAR users will
need to reduce the number of jobs they are run-
ning to maintain acceptable service for university
users.

Ray Bovet (HAO) asked what percentage of the
available computing time is currently being used
by NCAR users and how much reduction will be
needed. Buzbee replied that NCAR users are
using 65% of the time available on both Cray
computers and will need to cut back by 15% after
the CRAY-1A computer is decommissioned.

Carl Mohr (ATD) asked if any sites have already
made the full conversion from COS to UNICOS.
Buzbee answered that the Pittsburgh Supercom-
puting Center has been alternating between COS
and UNICOS, with UNICOS running as a Guest
Operating System. The information available from
Pittsburgh indicates that the conversion is straight-
forward.

Mohr then asked if the floating-point formats are
compatible, and Dan Anderson (SCD) said that
they are. Dave Kitts (SCD) added that the conver-
sion utilities supplied for this purpose by Cray
Research, Inc., work properly.

Bovet asked for a description of the interactive
features that will be available. Buzbee stated that
UNICOS offers first-class interactive symbolic
debugging, allowing users to develop code much
faster. Users will also be able to interactively
manipulate large datasets instead of moving their
data back and forth across the MASnet. We will
need to investigate the best ways to do this.

AIX, a possible operating system for an
IBM computer as a front-end to the CRAY
X-MP/18

Phylecia Brandley gave a presentation on the
IBM AIX/370 operating system, which is being
proposed for a front-end computer to the UNICOS
supercomputer(s) at NCAR. She emphasized that

AIX/370 can be used as a migration tool for the
front-end computer used on NCAR's path to
UNIX, because it will run concurrently with CMS
on the IBM 4381 (IO) computer at NCAR. AIX,
for Advanced Interactive Executive, is a strategic
commitment for IBM, because they recognize that
UNIX is becoming a standard operating system in
the computer industry. AIX/370 denotes the AIX
operating system on an IBM System/370 com-
puter.

AIX is based on the AT&T System V.2 version of
UNIX, has compatibility with the Berkeley Soft-
ware Distribution (BSD) Version 4.3 of UNIX,
and is in full conformance with POSIX standards
of the Institute for Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE). (IEEE is formulating standards
for machine-independent, or portable, computer
operating systems. This grouping of standards is
called POSIX, the Portable Operating System for
Computer Environments that are based on the
UNIX operating system.) IBM's AIX products
incorporate TCP/IP (Transmission Control Proto-
col/Internet Protocol) at the UNIX 4.3 BSD level
for networking compatibility. AIX also supports
Ethernet, IBM's Token Ring network, X-Windows
Version 11, and Sun Microsystems' Network File
System (NFS) Version 3.2. AIX offers standard
UNIX shells (c and Boume) and editors (vi and
INed), as well as bridges to computers with Virtual
Machine/System Product (VM/SP) and DOS
operating systems. IBM plans to support ASCII
terminals on AIX/370 using their PS/2 and RT/PC
models as interactive front-end computers.

The ONCMS command in the AIX/370 kernel
allows users to access line-mode CMS facilities
such as the SQL/DS language and the SAS appli-
cations package. Users can execute commands in
the CP and CMS operating systems from within
AIX. All operations can be performed in the
UNIX syntax because ONCMS:
* Translates each UNIX command into the equiva-

lent CMS command,
* Executes the command under CMS, then
* Translates the output back into UNIX format.
ONCMS also allows users to issue CMS and CP
commands directly. It supports piping and redirec-
tion of I/O between the AIX and CMS systems
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while preserving the UNIX environment. In
addition, users may copy files between AIX and
CMS, which allows them to access a wider range
of applications.

AIX/370 is an attractive option for NCAR, be-
cause it will be considerably less expensive to
implement than other options. Most of the com-
puting hardware we will need is already installed
in-house. We can run both AIX and CMS under
the VM operating system during development,
because VM supports multiple operating systems
as separate processes. In addition, the following
peripherals can be shared by both operating
systems:
* Hyperchannel
* Cray station front-end interface
* Magnetic tapes (round tapes and square car-

tridges)
* Ethernet connections on the IBM 8232 adapter.

Other advantages of AIX/370 include:
* Reliable CPU and hard disk drive hardware

supported by IBM
* Centralized management of resources, access,

and disk space
* Central facility for backups and restores
* Strong security (AIX is rated at Government

Level C2)
* Ease of migration from CMS to AIX (allows

resources to be shifted to AIX as needed, so
SCD can continue supporting current users while
SCD develops its UNIX expertise).

SCD is currently planning to test AIX/370 on the
existing hardware facilities as soon as the software
is available. We will then port various systems
applications to AIX/370. Our work on AIX will
be a lower priority than our work on UNICOS in
any conflict for resources. The final phase of our
testing will be to use the system and increase the
demands on it to test its functions and reliability.
If our experience warrants friendly user testing, we
will then ask for volunteers from outside SCD to
start using the system.

Ray Bovet noted that most users of the IBM 4381
(IO) computer are currently using terminals and
asked if they will need to buy PS/2 or RT/PC

computers to interface with the AIX system.
Brandley stated that users can use the Ethernet to
access a PS/2 in SCD. Since one PS/2 supports 16
terminals, we can handle the full anticipated load
with three PS/2 computers. Bovet asked about the
cost of buying the AIX software and the PS/2
computers. Brandley replied that initially we only
need one AIXTMPS/2TM, which we already have.
We also have the System/370 hardware, and we
are not required to buy AIX/370 until we decide
that we want to keep it. In addition, we qualify
for the educational discount and follow-on credit
from IBM.

Paul Bailey (ACD) inquired about the AIX/370
release date, and Brandley replied that it has been
announced for March 1989. Carl Mohr asked if
NCAR could be registered as an AIX/370 test site,
and Brandley stated that we are currently trying.
Mohr then asked how many users would be
supported by AIX/370, and Brandley said there are
no performance data yet, but VM handles 60 to 80
users at a time.

Carol Chatfield (DIR) noted that NCAR provides
several large databases (NOLA, the NCAR Library
books collection; ANA, the NCAR archives
document collection; and USTAR, the UCAR
scientists' directory) on the IBM 4381 (IO) front-
end computer. These databases run under IBM's
CMS (Conversational Monitor System, a compo-
nent of IBM's VM/SP operating system) and do
not run in line mode. Dan Anderson (SCD) stated
that we will be using CMS at least another year,
and during that time users can still use these
databases in full-screen mode from CMS. How-
ever, NCAR may stop using VM in the future, and
we will eventually need to provide these databases
in full-screen mode on AIX.

Bovet inquired if IBM employees are directly
involved with the development of AIX, because it
was reported that AIX was developed by another
company. Brandley replied that IBM programmers
are directly involved and have taken ownership
from Locus Corporation; IBM will support AIX
in-house. Bovet noted that IBM computers have
had compatibility problems with UNIX in the past
because of the EBCDIC character code. Brandley
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stated that all forms of AIX use ASCII code and
that AIX can convert ASCII to EBCDIC if it is
necessary to use VM.

Bailey asked which beta test sites are currently
running AIX. Brandley stated that Cornell Univer-
sity will be the first. IBM is not releasing the beta
test software until it is very reliable.

Kitts requested some news about AT&T's attempt
to enter the Open Software Foundation (OSF).
OSF was formed as a response to the collaboration
on UNIX by AT&T and Sun Microsystems, Inc.
OSF UNIX is based on IBM's AIX, includes the
Digital Equipment Corp. toolkit for a user inter-
face, and uses window control software from
Hewlett-Packard, Inc., and Microsoft Corporation.
Brandley answered that AT&T is no longer trying
to enter OSF and that OSF has reaffirmed its
decision to base its version of UNIX on AIX.
AT&T and Sun Microsystems are still separate
from OSF.

Tom Parker (SCD) asked if XEDIT is available for
AIX. Brandley replied that no full-screen editors
will be available at first; users will have to access
CMS from AIX via TELNET, or use ONCMS
line-mode access.

Mohr asked users to contact him if they want to be
early testers for the AIX system. Send e-mail to
mohr@ncar.ucar.edu on the Internet.

Suggestions and problems

Mohr asked about reports of tapes running off
their reels during MIMPORT/MEXPORT. Kitts
replied that some defective tapes were not handled
well by the MIMPORT/MEXPORT software due
to tape damage and contamination.

Bovet reported that a user had 26 good files and 1
defective file on a tape, and MIMPORT did not
transfer any of them because of the bad file. Kitts
stated that the ERRORS parameter for MIMPORT
allows users to specify that all data be transferred
as-is, without error stops.

Ron Ruth (ATD) reported trouble with a
CRAY,CX job. The job compiled, loaded, then
ran a Fortran program and used a JCL file contain-
ing data. The Fortran program had problems
reading data beyond Column 71, so the code was
reworked to use no more than 71 columns. Who
should be contacted when problems like this
occur? Buzbee replied that all users should
address problems through the Consulting Office at
(303) 497-1278.

Brian Bevirt is a writer/editor in the Documentation
Group within SCD.
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The following list includes acronyms and terms used in this issue and in the NCAR computing environment.

AIX/370
ASCII
CMS
COS
CPU
CRAY,C1
CRAY,CX
CRAY X-MP/18

dailyb
DICOMED
EBCDIC
eod
FIFO
FTP
GAU
GGLNCAR
GKSNCAR
I/O
IRJE
JCL
JQM
MB
MP2
MSCP
MSS
MST
MUDPACK

MVS
ODEPACK

ONCOMS
OSF
SUDOOS
TCP/IP
UMF
UNICOS
VM/CMS
VM/SP

Advanced Interactive Executive operative system on an IBM System/370 computer
American Standard Code for Information Interchange
Conversational Monitor System, component of IBM VM operating system
Cray Operating System
Central Processing Unit
The CRAY-1A computer formerly installed at NCAR
The CRAY X-MP/48 computer at NCAR
Single-processor CRAY X-MP computer with UNICOS operating system to be installed
at NCAR in April 1989
Daily Bulletin
Online graphic recorder used at NCAR for producing output on film
Extended Binary-coded Decimal Interchange Code
end of data
First-In, First-Out a queue management scheme
File Transfer Protocol
General Accounting Unit
A software library containing graphics routines
Cray Graphical Kernel System software library
Input/Output
Internet Remote Job Entry
Job Control Language
job queue manager
megabytes
Mono-program 2 job class for the CRAY X-MP/48 computer at NCAR
Mass Storage Control Processor at NCAR
Mass Storage System at NCAR
Mountain Standard Time
New spelling for software library of Multigrid Software for Linear Elliptic Partial
Differential Equations
Multiple Virtual Storage
A collection of Fortran subprograms that solves the initial value problem for ordinary
differential equation (ODE) systems
Command used to access line-mode CMS facilities
Open Software Foundation
Sun/UNIX DICOMED Online Operating System
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
User Master File
UNIX-based Cray Operating System
Virtual Machine/Conversational Monitor System, an IBM operating system
Virtual Machine/System Product

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Organizations

ACD Atmospheric Chemistry Division
ATD Atmospheric Technology Division
DIR NCAR Director's Office
HAO High Altitude Observatory
SCDUG Scientific Computing Division Users Group
SIG Special Interest Group
TAC SCD Technical Advisory Committee
TAGS Text and Graphics Server User Group

Networks

MASnet NCAR's Mainframe and Server Network (formerly the NCAR Local Network)
TELNET A TCP/IP protocol that allows interactive access to computers on a TCP/IP network
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January 1989

Scientist Project Title

Harold D. Orville
South Dakota School of Mines
and Technology

Jordan T. Hastings
Towner-Hastings Associates

H. Joe Kwon
Naval Postgraduate School

Yongnian Shi
Colorado State University

Aaron Goldman
University of Denver

Robert E. Schlesinger
University of Wisconsin

Xubin Zeng
Colorado State University

Wendell A. Nuss
Naval Postgraduate School

Sulfur hexafluoride tracer simulations

(OCE) Ocean processor Data Base Management
System

Nonlinear equilibration of barotropic
waves in nonparallel flow

Mesoscale modeling of the regional
circulations of South China

Atlas of high-resolution infrared
solar spectra

Three-dimensional convective storm
simulation

Some study on mesoscale circulations

Boundary-layer modeling in explosive
cyclones

GAU

Request Allocation

7.5

2.0

45.0

31.0

22.5

38.0

47.0

20.0

7.5

2.0

45.0

31.0

22.5

38.0

47.0

20.0

OCE: This allocation was made from the 10% of SCD's computing resources earmarked for university oceanography.

Note: The NCAR review procedures may result in a request being supported at a lower level than requested.

JoAn Knudson (SCD) compiles the allocation information.
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An index of articles from the past 12 months appears in each issue. Department headings are provided
in parentheses after the issue date to assist in locating specific articles.

Charging - GAUs - Job Classes
Alternatives to BG1 job class for quicker turnaround (2/89,

Systems)
Charges for MIMPORT/MEXPORT (2/89, MSS)
Cray job class changes (10/88, Systems)
CRAY X-MP Job Queue Manager changes (7/88, Systems)
Mono-processing class now available on CRAY-1A

computer (7/88, Systems)
New charging document (1/89, Documentation)
One-hour limit on Cray Background 1 jobs removed (7/88,

Systems)
Revised version of charges document (10/88, Documenta-

tion)
SCD reduces GAU charges for CRAY-1A computer (6/88,

Systems)
Scheduling multitasking jobs for the CRAY X-MP/48 (2/89,

Feature)
Time changed for Large Model class jobs (8/88, Systems)
Trailer sheet with GAU charges added to graphics output

(5/88, Graphics)
Use new form to correct charging problems (7/88, MSS)

Conferences
Site Liaison Workshop held for users (10/88, Feature)
Supercomputing '88 Conference notes (7/88, Feature)
Supercomputing '89 call for participation (2/89, Feature)
Workshop reviews progress toward next-generation

networks (7/88, Feature)

Cray Computers
Accessing memory on the CRAY X-MP (4/88, Software)
Alternatives to BG1 job class for quicker turnaround (2/89,

Systems)
Bit manipulation with GBYTES and SBYTES (11/88,

Documentation)
CFT77 compiler changes scheduled (12/88, Systems)
CFT77 compiler Release 3.0 becomes default October 21

(10/88, Software)
Commonly occurring Cray error codes (1/89, Hints)
CRAY-1A computer departing (1/89, Systems)
CRAY-1A computer decommissioned (2/89, Systems)
CRAY X-MP moving to COS 1.16 (5/88, Feature)
CRAY X-MP/18 computer with UNICOS arriving soon;

networking ethics (1/89, Director's Column)
Dynamic sharing of SSD resources implemented (12/88,

Systems)
EDITOR (8/88, Documentation)
Highlights of CFT77 Release 2.0 (7/88, Software)
How to use DN, PDN, and FLNM correctly (3/88, Hints)
Implementation plan for Cray computer running UNICOS

(1/89, SCDUG)

New DISPOSE procedure with MASnet change (10/88,
Software)

New version of Cray JCL (12/88, Documentation)
New version of locally developed utilities (12/88, Documen-

tation)
No tape access on CRAY,CX (4/88, Systems)
The Primer (1/89, Documentation)
Revised version of documentation on CRAY-1A direct tape

connection (7/88, Documentation)
Scheduling multitasking jobs for the CRAY X-MP/48 (2/89,

Feature)
Staff pays last respects to CRAY-1A computer (2/89,

Feature)
TBM utilities (10/88, Documentation)
Tracking down run-time errors (12/88, Hints)
Two methods for debugging large programs (10/88, Hints)
User's guide to color output from the Cray computer (2/89,

Documentation)
Using the Cray SSD at NCAR (10/88, Documentation)

Documentation
Acronyms document (12/88, Documentation)
Billions and billions of bits (8/88, Acronyms)
Bit manipulation with GBYTES and SBYTES (11/88,

Documentation)
EDITOR (8/88, Documentation)
Frequently used acronyms and terms in SCD (12/88,

Documentation)
IBM documentation available from IBM (12/88, Documen-

tation)
Metafile manipulation utilities (12/88, Documentation)
MIGS remote systems administrator's guide (10/88,

Documentation)
MIGS user's guide (12/88, Documentation)
Movie guide (8/88, Documentation)
MSS tape facility: MEXPORT/MIMPORT (12/88,

Documentation)
MUDPAK (8/88, Documentation)
New charging document (1/89, Documentation)
New user orientation student guide (10/88, Documentation)
New version of Cray JCL (12/88, Documentation)
New version of locally developed utilities (12/88, Documen-

tation)
Ordering SCD documentation over the Internet (6/88,

Documentation)
Preliminary SUDOOS reference manual (2/89, Documenta-

tion)
The Primer (1/89, Documentation)
Revised version of documentation on CRAY-1A direct tape

connection (7/88, Documentation)
Revised version of FISHPAK documentation (6/88,

Documentation)
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Revised version of RSCS documentation (7/88, Documenta-
tion)

Revised version of SSDLIN documentation (6/88, Docu-
mentation)

SUDOOS documentation (12/88, Documentation)
TBM utilities (10/88, Documentation)
Transferring binary metafiles to VAX/VMS systems (12/88,

Documentation)
UNIX mail hints (6/88, Documentation)
User Documentation Catalog (9/88, Feature)
User's guide to color output from the Cray computer (2/89,

Documentation)
Using the Cray SSD at NCAR (10/88, Documentation)
Using the NCAR Internet Remote Job Entry System (1/89,

Documentation)

Graphics
CGM translator for Xerox 4050 laser printers updated (2/89,

Graphics)
Change in NCAR Graphics distribution policy (5/88,

Graphics)
Color DICOMED system adds new parameters (1/89,

Graphics)
The four versions of NCAR Graphics (3/88, Feature)
Friendly user period opens for color slide output (12/88,

Feature)
Graphics plans for SCD (6/88, SCDUG)
Metafile manipulation utilities (12/88, Documentation)
Metafile manipulation utilities now support CGM (12/88,

Graphics)
Movie guide (8/88, Documentation)
NCAR Graphics Version 2.00 now available for UNIX

(8/88, Graphics)
New GRAPHCAP added (8/88, Graphics)
Preliminary SUDOOS reference manual (2/89, Documenta-

tion)
The Primer (1/89, Documentation)
Progress of SUDOOS and color DICOMED film recorder

(1/89, SCDUG)
SUDOOS documentation (12/88, Documentation)
Target date for color output is Thanksgiving (11/88,

Graphics)
Transferring binary metafiles to VAX/VMS systems (11/88,

Software)
Transferring binary metafiles to VAX/VMS systems -

correction (12/88, Feature)
Transferring binary metafiles to VAX/VMS systems (12/88,

Documentation)
Xerox 4050 metafile translator has changed (11/88,

Systems)

IBM 4381 (IO) Front-end Computer
Additional security measures to be implemented on the IBM

4381 (4/88, Software)
Change your IBM 4381 front-end password (10/88,

Systems)
CMS Release 4 now on IBM 4381 (12/88, Systems)

Having problems using FTP to connect to the IBM? (5/88,
Networking)

IBM documentation available from IBM (12/88, Documen-
tation)

New version of SAS available (3/88, Software)
The Primer (1/89, Documentation)
Sending and receiving mail and files on the IBM 4381

(11/88, Networking)
Sending and receiving mail and files over the Internet and

BITNET from the NCAR IBM 4381 (IO) computer
(12/88, Networking)

Updated documentation available from IBM (12/88,
Documentation)

Input/Output
How to change the delivery of your hardcopy output (2/89,

Hints)
New policy for using half-inch magnetic tapes (12/88,

Feature)
Preparing tapes for reading at NCAR (8/88, Hints)
The Primer (1/89, Documentation)
Printing keywords to change (10/88, Systems)
Tape services provided by SCD (2/89, Feature)

Macintosh Computers
Saving and printing screen dumps on the Mac (5/88, Hints)

Mass Storage System
Changing your mass storage passwords (6/88, MSS)
Charges for MIMPORT/MEXPORT (2/89, MSS)
Duplicate MSS purge notices sent (10/88, MSS)
Importing data to the MSS from optical disks (3/88,

Feature)
MAQR speeds multiple ACQUIREs (4/88, Hints)
Mass storage system (MSS) (8/88, SCDUG)
MEXPORT/MIMPORT (12/88, Documentation)
MIMPORT/MEXPORT enhancements implemented (2/89,

MSS)
MIMPORT/MEXPORT facility ready for general use

(12/88, Software)
MIMPORT/MEXPORT will replace CRAY-1A tape facility

(1/89, MSS)
MSS tape facility: MEXPORT/MIMPORT (12/88,

Documentation)
New operating system installed (10/88, MSS)
Old method of sending MSS purge notices discontinued

(12/88, MSS)
The Primer (1/89, Documentation)
Problem with purge notices corrected (3/88, MSS)
Should you store duplicate files? (3/88, MSS)
Tape capability via Export/Import on the MSS for UNIX

systems (4/88, SCDUG)

NCAR News
Administrative Computing Services (11/88, SCDUG)
Chervin receives parallel computing award (5/88, Feature)
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NCAR News (continued)

Computational support in the Atmospheric Chemistry
Division (4/88, SCDUG)

Computer and Communications Committee report (8/88,
SCDUG)

Computing at the Research Aviation Facility (12/88,
SCDUG)

CRAY-IA computer decommissioned (2/89, Systems)
NCAR and Digital Equipment Corporation begin joint

research project (2/89, Feature)
NCAR has new weather data accessing system (3/88,

Feature)
New directory of climatologists available (1/89, Feature)
Rick Anthes appointed UCAR president (11/88, Feature)
Software engineering application at NCAR (11/88, SCDUG)
Staff pays last respects to CRAY-1A computer (2/89,

Feature)

Networking and Data Communications
BITNET at NCAR (10/88, Software)
BITNET now available (8/88, Networking)
Call for ethical standards in networking issued (1/89,

Feature)
Central post office computer now handling Telemail and

Omnet mail (12/88, Networking)
Changes at NSFNET and ARPANET cause slowdowns

(7/88, Feature)
CMS Kermit updated (10/88, Networking)
Congestion on the NSFNET (3/88, Networking)
Contact your local representatives with Internet problems

(4/88, Feature)
CRAY X-MP/18 computer with UNICOS arriving soon;

networking ethics (1/89, Director's Column)
Cursor control when using TELNET with KNET/

SPARTACUS (8/88, Networking)
Directory of UCAR scientists now online (1/89, Feature)
EM4010 upgrade procedure (4/88, Networking)
E-mail improvements for diskless workstations (2/89,

Networking)
E-mail routing at NCAR (11/88, Feature)
Greg Woods: SCD's electronic mail specialist (6/88,

Feature)
Having problems using FTP to connect to the IBM? (5/88,

Networking)
High-speed WATS access to NCAR now available (3/88,

Networking)
How to access the SCD Daily Bulletin on different

computers (4/88, Software)
How to use "anonymous FTP accounts" (3/88, Software)
An introduction to networking at NCAR (8/88, Feature)
Local T1 data and communications network to be installed

(10/88, Networking)
Mail queue warnings implemented (1/89, Networking)
Marla Meehl: Strengthening SCD's data communications

(10/88, Feature)
MASnet/Internet Gateway Server now available (10/88,

Software)

MIGS remote systems administrator's guide (10/88,
Documentation)

MIGS user's guide (12/88, Documentation)
MILNET mailbridges disabled (1/89, Networking)
NCAR connection to SPAN (5/88, Feature)
NSFNET backbone to expand and jump to Ti speeds (6/88,

Feature)
NSFNET update: Measuring the size of the Internet (12/88,

Networking)
New CMS Kermit version installed (7/88, Networking)
New NSFNET backbone now in service (8/88, Networking)
New PACX access for RL6 and Jeffco added (1/89,

Feature)
New Telenet line-mode/Simware logon procedure (3/88,

Networking)
Ordering SCD documentation over the Internet (6/88,

Documentation)
Please stand by: NSFNET experiences network difficulties

(6/88, Networking)
The Primer (1/89, Documentation)
Recent developments in NCAR e-mail (10/88, Feature)
Remote Job Entry over the Internet now available (3/88,

Software)
Revised version of RSCS documentation (7/88, Documenta-

tion)
SCD Internet/SPAN gateway operational (10/88, Software)
Sending and receiving mail and files over the Internet and

BITNET from the NCAR IBM 4381 (IO) computer
(12/88, Networking)

SPAN (4/88, SCDUG)
Submitting batch jobs to SCD computing resources (2/89,

Feature)
T1 network installed (1/89, Feature)
Telenet, TELNET, and FTP (5/88, Acronyms)
Telenet WATS numbers changed (12/88, Networking)
UNIX mail: Aliasing names and lists (6/88, Hints)
UNIX mail hints (6/88, Documentation)
USAN expands to eight sites (12/88, Networking)
Version 2.6 of SPARTACUS/KNET installed (5/88,

Networking)
Workshop reviews progress toward next-generation

networks (7/88, Feature)

SCD News
CAPP receives 8K Connection Machine (10/88, Feature)
Colorado Science Fair winner uses CRAY-1A computer at

NCAR (6/88, Feature)
Computational Space Committee (7/88, SCDUG)
CRAY-1A Serial Number 003 to be decommissioned (1/89,

Feature)
The Connection Machine (7/88, SCDUG)
Distributed computing - What does it mean? (5/88, Feature)
Documentation Advisory Committee (12/88, SCDUG)
Documentation Advisory Committee releases report (12/88,

Feature)
Election of new chairperson (7/88, SCDUG)
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IEEE Computer Society contributes to Global Change
Program (7/88, Feature)

New tools monitor SCD computing operations (6/88,
Feature)

Office support and the company store (3/88, SCDUG)
SCD appoints Consulting Group Head (3/88, Feature)
SCD celebrates first anniversary of Director Bill Buzbee

(6/88, Feature)
SCD conducts performance and benchmarking tests (4/88,

Feature)
SCD extends Consulting Office hours (7/88, Feature)
SCD offers course for new users (8/88, Feature)
SCD visitors' area upgraded (11/88, Feature)
Use your password to help maintain computer security

(8/88, Feature)

Software Libraries
Applications libraries compiled on CFT77 Release 2.0

(7/88, Software)
Automated scripts (5/88, SCDUG)
Bit manipulation with GBYTES and SBYTES (11/88,

Documentation)
FISHPAK to be separated from LOCLIB and $NCARLB

(1/89, Feature)
GGLNCAR graphics library changes (2/89, Software)
How to access the FISHPAK software library (3/88,

Software)
IMSL Edition 10.0 now available (6/88, Software)
MUDPAK (8/88, Documentation)
MUDPAK: New multigrid software for linear elliptic

partial differential equations available (8/88, Software)
NAG chapter documentation files available (5/88, Software)
NCAR introduces ODEPACK (11/88, Software)
New version of SAS available (3/88, Software)
Proposed software services in distributed computing (5/88,

SCDUG)
Revised version of FISHPAK documentation (6/88,

Documentation)
Revised version of SSDLIN documentation (6/88, Docu-

mentation)
Status of IMSL Edition 10.0 (1/89, Feature)
VMCON to be removed from LOCLIB (2/89, Software)

UNIX Systems
CRAY X-MP/18 computer with UNICOS arriving soon;

networking ethics (1/89, Director's Column)
Implementation plan for Cray computer running UNICOS

(1/89, SCDUG)
NCAR Graphics Version 2.00 now available for UNIX

(8/88, Graphics)
Tape capability via Export/Import on the MSS for UNIX

systems (4/88, SCDUG)
Recommended UNIX books (7/88, Hints)
UNIX mail: Aliasing names and lists (6/88, Hints)
UNIX mail hints (6/88, Documentation)
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r CHANGE OF ADDRESS FORM
J Add to mailing list [ Delete from mailing list O Change existing entry

Name:

New address:

User number Phone number

Send to: Frieda Garcia, Scientific Computing Division, NCAR, P.O. Box 3000, Boulder,
CO 80307-3000.

Trademarks: CRAY, CRAY-1, SSD, and UNICOS are registered trademarks, and CFT, CFT77, COS, and CRAY X-MP are trademarks of Cray
Research, Inc. DEC and VAX are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. HYPERchannel is a registered trademark of Network Systems
Corp. IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp. Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computers, Inc. Microsoft is a registered
trademark of Microsoft Corp.; PageMaker is a registered trademark of Aldus Corp.; PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc.; and
UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. Reference to a company or product name does not imply approval or recommendation of that company
or product to the exclusion of others.



SERVICES DIRECTORY

CONTACT PHONE E-MAIL

General Information
SCD Consulting Office Consultant on Duty 497-1278 CONSULT1
Visitor/User Information Frieda Garcia 497-1254 FRIEDA
Graphics Software Distribution General Information 497-1201
Project & User Number Assignment Rosemary Mitchell 497-1235 ROSEMARY
Computing Resource Applications John Adams 497-1213 JOHNAD
NCAR Switchboard 497-1000 _ ___

Remote Access Information
US Telecom (Telenet) Marla Meehl 497-1301 MARIA
Internet Access (TCP/IP) Don Morris 497-1282 MORRIS

Operational Information
Computer Operations Bob Niffenegger 497-1240
Machine Room Oper. Supervisor 497-1200
Graphics Operations Andy Robertson 497-1241/42
Tape Librarian - 1/2" and MSS Sue Jensen 497-1245 SUE
Documentation Orders/Output Mailing Mary Buck 497-1232 MARYB

SENDING ELECTRONIC MAIL: The electronic mail (e-mail) addresses above are for the IBM 4381 (I0)
front-end computer. The following examples show the addresses for sending e-mail to the SCD consultants.

From the IBM 4381 (IO) computer, enter: TO CONSULT1
OR

From a host computer connected to the Intemet, use a local mailing program with the Interet address:
consult l@ncar.ucar.edu

If the Intemet address does not work, note that the explicit Intemet address is 128.117.64.4 and consult your local
system administrator.
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